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scaling of lung airway development follows 
phylogeny in chicken, quail, and duck embryos
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Abstract 

Background: New branches within the embryonic chicken lung form via apical constriction, in which epithelial cells 
in the primary bronchus become trapezoidal in shape. These branches form at precise locations along the primary 
bronchus that scale relative to the size of the organ. Here, we examined the extent to which this scaling relationship 
and branching mechanism are conserved within lungs of three species of birds.

Findings: Analyzing the development of embryonic lungs from chicken, quail, and duck, as well as lungs explanted 
and cultured ex vivo, revealed that the patterns of branching are remarkably conserved. In particular, secondary bron-
chi form at identical positions in chicken and quail, the patterns of which are indistinguishable, consistent with the 
close evolutionary relationship of these two species. In contrast, secondary bronchi form at slightly different positions 
in duck, the lungs of which are significantly larger than those of chicken and quail at the same stage of development. 
Confocal analysis of fixed specimens revealed that each secondary bronchus forms by apical constriction of the dorsal 
epithelium of the primary bronchus, a morphogenetic mechanism distinct from that used to create branches in 
mammalian lungs.

Conclusions: Our findings suggest that monopodial branching off the primary bronchus is driven by apical constric-
tion in lungs of chicken, quail, and duck. The relative positions at which these branches form are also conserved rela-
tive to the evolutionary relationship of these species. It will be interesting to determine whether these mechanisms 
hold in more distant species of birds, and why they differ so significantly in mammals.
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Findings
Background
The vertebrate lung develops from a ventral outpouching 
of foregut endoderm, a process that begins at embryonic 
day (E) 4 in the chicken, E9 in the mouse, and E26 in the 
human [1, 2]. This anlage forms the lung buds, which in 
mammals develop into the primary bronchi that subse-
quently undergo recursive rounds of lateral and dichoto-
mous branching to form the airway epithelial tree of the 
bronchoalveolar lung [3, 4]. In birds, the primary bronchi 

develop secondary bronchi via monopodial branching to 
generate the airways of the parabronchial lung [5]. The 
tertiary bronchi (parabronchi), which conduct air con-
tinuously in one direction in the avian lung, later anasto-
mose and establish the air capillaries [6]. Morphogenesis 
of the airways has been examined extensively in mice, 
where it is thought to be driven by fibroblast growth fac-
tor (FGF)-10-mediated induction of epithelial prolifera-
tion and chemotaxis [4]; this mechanism is considered 
to be conserved across vertebrates [7]. Nonetheless, we 
recently found that in the chicken, monopodial branching 
is driven by apical constriction of the airway epithelium 
[8]. Amazingly, each new secondary bronchus forms at a 
precise location along the length of the chicken primary 
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bronchus, a location that scales relative to the size of the 
lungs [5]. Whether this morphogenetic mechanism and 
morphometric scaling are conserved in other avian spe-
cies is unknown.

Results
Patterns of monopodial branching in lungs from chicken, 
quail, and duck
In the embryonic chicken lung, the first secondary 
bronchus (b1) forms on the dorsal surface of the pri-
mary bronchus at Hamburger–Hamilton stage (HH) 
24 (Fig. 1a). The second (b2) appears just distal to b1 at 
HH25 (Fig. 1b) and the third (b3) emerges distal to b2 at 
HH27, in a slightly more ventral position along the pri-
mary bronchus than the first two branches (Fig.  1c, d). 
By HH28, b1–b3 extend into the surrounding mesen-
chyme, and three to four additional secondary bronchi 
have branched off each primary bronchus (Figs.  1e, 2a, 
d). Subsequently, parabronchi begin to form and extend 
toward each other by HH33 (Fig. 1f–h).

Japanese quail and domestic chickens diverged approx-
imately 35 m.y.a. [9, 10]; both are in the same order (Gal-
liformes) and family (Phasianidae) of birds. Ducks belong 
to the order Anseriformes and family Anatidae and are 

estimated to have diverged from Galliformes approxi-
mately 90  m.y.a. [11]. We examined lungs from staged 
quail [12] and Pekin duck [13, 14] embryos and found 
that b1 also forms on the dorsal surface of the primary 
bronchus at HH24 (Fig. 1i–x). b2 appears just distal to b1 
by HH26. By HH29, an average of eight secondary bron-
chi are apparent on the primary bronchi of both species 
(Fig.  2b–d). The secondary bronchi then generate para-
bronchi that also start extending by HH33.

Quantitative morphometric analysis of branch positions 
in avian lungs
In our previous work examining the signaling that controls 
monopodial branching of the embryonic chicken lung, we 
found that secondary bronchi formed at precise positions 
along the primary bronchus in cultured lung explants [5]. 
To examine whether these positions are conserved across 
the three species in ovo, we used morphometric analysis 
to quantify the length of each primary bronchus (L) and 
the relative positions of b1, b2, and b3 (Fig. 2e) as a func-
tion of HH stage. We found that L is essentially the same 
for chicken and quail at HH24, but ~30 % longer in duck; 
L increases at approximately the same rate for chicken 
(~8  μm/hr) and quail (~7  μm/hr) and faster in the duck 

Fig. 1 Monopodial branching of the embryonic lungs of (a–h) domestic chicken Gallus gallus, (i–p) Japanese quail Coturnix japonica, or (q–x) pekin 
duck Anas platyrhynchos. Shown are fluorescence images of E-cadherin staining at different HH stages, with time of incubation indicated in lower 
left corner of figure panel. Scale bars 500 μm. Branches are denoted by (asterisk)
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(~16 μm/hr) (Fig. 2f). The position of b1 scales with lung 
size, first emerging ~65 % down the length of the primary 
bronchus at HH24, as measured from the tracheal bifur-
cation (T–b1  =  0.65L) (Fig.  2g). This relative distance 
decreases over developmental time, which suggests that 
most of the growth of the primary bronchus occurs at its 
distal end. Consistently, b2 forms in a stereotyped location 
that is identical in chicken and quail: The distance between 
b1 and b2 is ~7  % the length of the primary bronchus 
(b1–b2 =  0.07Lchicken =  0.07Lquail). In contrast, b2 forms 
slightly closer to b1 in the duck (b1–b2 = 0.06Lduck), and 
this difference persists over time (Fig. 2h). These distances 
decrease modestly through HH28. Similarly, the forma-
tion of b3 is stereotyped at ~5 % the length of the primary 
bronchus, a distance that does not change appreciably 
from HH27 to HH28.

Morphometric analysis of lung explants from chicken, quail, 
and duck
We performed a similar analysis on cultured lungs 
explanted from HH24-25-stage chicken, quail, or duck 
embryos, which initially had one or two secondary bron-
chi on each primary bronchus (Fig. 3a). After 48 h of cul-
ture, b1 emerges at an identical position in chicken and 
quail explants (T–b1 =  0.57Lchicken =  0.54Lquail), which 
are approximately the same size (Lquail  =  0.97Lchicken). 
In contrast, b1 forms at a position significantly more 
distal in the duck explants (Fig.  3b), ~65  % down the 
length of the primary bronchus (T–b1  =  0.65Lduck), 
which is also significantly longer (p < 0.03) at this stage 
(Lduck = 1.14Lchicken).

Similar to the data in ovo, the branching patterns of the 
chicken and quail lung explants are indistinguishable. In 
both, the distance between b1 and b2 is ~6 % the length 
of the primary bronchus (b1–b2 = 0.07Lchicken, 0.06Lquail). 
Similarly, the distance between b2 and b3 is ~9  % the 
length of the primary bronchus (b2–b3  =  0.09Lchicken, 
0.09Lquail). In contrast, the position of b2 diverged 
slightly, but significantly (p  <  0.001), in the duck, with 
b1–b2  =  0.04Lduck and b2–b3  =  0.09Lduck. These data 
suggest that the relative positions of b1, b2, and b3 are 
conserved across chicken and quail, and very similar 
in duck, consistent with the evolutionary relationships 
between these three species of birds.

To compare rates of branching quantitatively, we 
compared the fold-change in extent of branching to 
fold-change in the projected area of the lumen of the 

developing airways [5]. For the chicken lung explants, we 
observed an approximate doubling in branching by 24 h 
of culture with ~30 % increase in luminal area (Fig. 4a). 
By 48 h of culture, the explants had a more than threefold 

Fig. 3 a Secondary bronchi continue to form in lung explants cul-
tured ex vivo. Shown are bright-field images for lungs of each species 
at 0, 24, and 48 h of culture. b Quantification of the relative positions 
of secondary bronchi in lung explants from chicken, quail, and duck. 
Shown are mean ± SEM for nchicken = 9, nquail = 8, and nduck = 5. 
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, as determined by one-way ANOVA 
with Tukey’s posttest

(See figure on previous page.)  
Fig. 2 Morphometric analysis of lungs as a function of developmental time (Hamburger–Hamilton stage) in chicken, quail, and duck embryos. 
Shown are (a–d) number of secondary bronchi in each species. e Schematic of the relative positions of the secondary bronchi (b1, b2, and b3) as a 
function of the length of the primary bronchus (L), as measured from the point of the tracheal bifurcation (T). Using this framework, we measured (f) 
L and (g, h) the relative positions of secondary bronchi in chicken, quail, and duck lungs. Shown are mean ± SD
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increase in branching compared to time zero, with a 
doubling in luminal area. These data collapsed onto a 
single curve that could be fitted to a power-law model 
(y ∝ x1.29 ; R2 = 0.95), suggesting that development is ste-
reotyped in embryonic chicken lung explants.

We observed more spread in the data from quail lung 
explants (Fig. 4b). Nonetheless, development in the quail 
could also be described by a power-law model (y ∝ x1.51; 
R2 = 0.87). Explanted quail lungs developed more slowly 
than those of chicken, with slightly reduced rates of both 

branching and luminal growth. Even so, development of 
both chicken and quail lungs could be described by the 
same curve (y ∝ x1.39; R2  =  0.88) (Fig.  4c), consistent 
with the lungs of these species following the same devel-
opmental trajectory, albeit at different rates. In contrast, 
the morphogenesis of duck lung explants was significantly 
different (Fig. 4d), with a poor fit to a distinct power-law 
model (y ∝ x0.93; R2 = 0.7). These data may suggest that 
the rate of development of the duck lung in culture is less 
stereotyped than that of the other two species (Fig. 4e).

Fig. 4 Allometric analysis of development of lung explants. Shown are data from individual explants at different time points, as well as the 24- and 
48-h mean for a chicken, b quail, c chicken and quail, d duck, and e all three species. Curves depict power-law fits for each set of data
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Apical constriction is conserved during monopodial 
branching of avian lungs
In contrast to the prevailing model in the field that airway 
branching is driven by differential proliferation [15], we 
recently found that secondary bronchi branched off the 
surface of the primary bronchus of the embryonic chicken 
via cell shape changes mediated by apical constriction 
of the epithelium (Fig.  5a) [8]. Embryonic lungs were 
stained for F-actin and imaged by confocal microscopy. 
Three-dimensional reconstruction of the confocal stacks 
revealed that the epithelium of the primary bronchus of 
the embryonic chicken lung is essentially columnar in 
geometry (Fig. 5b). Additionally, F-actin is concentrated at 
the apical surface of the airway epithelium as b1 emerges 
from the dorsal surface of the primary bronchus, consist-
ent with apical constriction of the epithelium. We found 
a similar morphology of the airway epithelium and pat-
tern of F-actin localization in lungs from quail and duck 
embryos (Fig. 5b), with apical constriction evident during 
the formation of all three branches in both species.

Conclusions
To the best of our knowledge, this report provides the 
first quantitative morphometric analysis of lung devel-
opment across avian species. Our results suggest that 
apical constriction might be conserved in birds, where 
it appears to be induced by FGF10 [8], which has been 
reported to be expressed focally in the subjacent mesen-
chyme in the embryonic chicken lung [7]. In mammals, 
a similar pattern of FGF10 expression [16, 17] was pro-
posed to induce branching by elevating proliferation of 
the epithelium [18]; our data thus imply that signaling 
downstream of FGF10 is distinct in birds and mice [19]. 
Our results also suggest that the locations of branches 
scale across lungs, both within a species as we found pre-
viously [5], as well as between species. Importantly, more 
closely related species show more similar morphometry 
of the growing airways, suggesting that evolutionary con-
nections between birds can be observed even at the level 
of lung organogenesis.

Methods
Incubation and immunofluorescence analysis
Fertilized chicken (Gallus gallus variant domesticus, 
White Leghorn), pekin duck (Anas platyrhynchos domes-
tica), and Japanese quail (Coturnix japonica) eggs were 
obtained from Hyline International, www.duckeggs.
com or Metzer Farms, and G.Q.F. Manufacturing Com-
pany Inc, respectively, and handled following Princeton 
IACUC-approved protocol #1934. Upon receipt, embry-
onated eggs were incubated at 38  °C in a humidified 
chamber. Whole embryonic lungs were dissected, fixed, 
and stained for E-cadherin and F-actin, as described [8].

Ex vivo culture of embryonic lungs
Whole embryonic lungs were dissected at HH24-25 in 
PBS supplemented with 100 U/mL penicillin–streptomy-
cin (Invitrogen). After dissection, two or three explants 
were placed on a membrane (11-μm-diameter pore; 

Fig. 5 a Apical constriction of the primary bronchus drives formation 
of the secondary bronchi. The apical surface (red line) of cells in the 
branching region contracts, transforming the cell from rectangular to 
trapezoidal in cross section (insets). b Confocal sections of phalloidin-
stained lungs of chicken, quail, and duck embryos at the one-branch 
(top), two-branch (middle), and three-branch (bottom) stages. Scale 
bars 50 μm

http://www.duckeggs.com
http://www.duckeggs.com
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Whatman) floating on BGJb medium (Invitrogen) sup-
plemented with 100 U/mL penicillin–streptomycin (Inv-
itrogen) and 0.2 mg/mL ascorbic acid (Sigma) [20]. Lungs 
were cultured for 48 h under optimal humidity at 37 °C in 
5 % CO2, and medium was changed every 24 h.

Morphometric analysis
Bright-field images were acquired with a stereomicro-
scope (Olympus), and secondary bronchi were enu-
merated. As a metric of the relative size of the airways, 
images were thresholded and a two-dimensional projec-
tion of the area of the lumen was measured using ImageJ. 
Fold-change in number of branches and projected lumi-
nal area (compared to time zero) were used to describe 
the relationship between branching and growth as a 
function of time, as described [5].
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